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Monte Carlo Tree Search

Combines tree search with random sampling
Very successful since the introduction of UCT in 2006
Applied to many games, frequently to Go

Question
If we see first-order theorem proving as a game, can we use MCTS to
guide a first-order automated theorem prover?
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(a) Iterative deepening
without restricted
backtracking.

(b) Iterative deepening
with restricted
backtracking.

(c) Monte Carlo.
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Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
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1. Pick state s based on:
previous reward (exploitation)
number of traversals (exploration)
exploration constant: the higher, the more exploration

2. Play random game from s to state s′.
3. Calculate reward of s′.
4. Update rewards of all ancestors of s′.

How to represent states?
Which states to start random games from?
How to play random games?
How to calculate reward of a state?



State Representation
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State: set of open goals
Successor state: state that closes a goal

(p ∨ q ∨ r) ∧ (¬p ∨ s) ∧ (¬p ∨ t ∨ u) ∧ ¬s ∧ (¬q ∨ t) ∧ (¬q ∨ s)

p ∨ q ∨ r
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RandomPlayout Start States
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Which states qualify to be start states of random playouts?

Default Policy
Random playout can only be started from a node if for all successor
states of ancestors, at least one playout was performed.

Restricted Backtracking Policies
If a random playout started from a node s reaches a state s′ that

1. closes one of the goals of s
2. closes all goals of s originating from the same clause

then onemay start playouts from s′.



TransitionHeuristics
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Given a state s, with what probability to choose a successor state s′?

1. Constant probability
2. Inverse number of opened subgoals (clause size)
3. Bayesian probability



Bayesian Probability
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Rate successor states by their usefulness in similar situations à la
(FE)MaLeCoP

Order vs. Value

(FE)MaLeCoP: only probability-induced order is used
MCTS: use probability as visit frequency

problem: dimension (extremely small values)
solution: normalisation of probabilities



RewardHeuristics
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What is the reward of a final state? (i.e. which proof attempts are
promising?)

1. Random
2. Ratio of closed and opened goals
3. Size of goal formulae
4. Machine-learnt refutability estimate



Machine-learnt Refutability Estimate
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How likely can we solve goals G = {g1, . . . , gn}?

Single goal refutability

p(g): how o�en goal g (and all its recursive subgoals) was
closed
n(g): how o�en closing g failed

Themore data (p + n) we have about a goal, the higher its influence.

Multiple goals refutability

1− 1
|G|

∑
g∈G

n(g)
p(g) + n(g)

· σ(p(g) + n(g))



Discrimination
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How tomeasure success of reward function?

Discrimination
Ratio of:

average reward on branch where proof was found and
average reward on all explored states
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monteCoP
leanCoP + MCTS =monteCoP

ATP advisor
Play n random games from current ATP state, then process successor
states in order of reward

Only conventional ATP: n = 0
Only MCTS: n =∞
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Dataset
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MPTP2078

2078 problems fromMizar Mathematical Library
Consistent symbols/premises across problems

Learning setup

1. Run leanCoP on all problems, collecting training data
2. Use training data in subsequent monteCoP runs
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Configuration Iterations Sim. steps Discr. Solved

Base 116.46 1389.82 1.37 332
Default policy 371.81 4793.58 1.38 328
Restricted bt. policy 2 224.72 2769.12 1.40 348
Constant prob. 949.62 17539.59 1.31 237
Bayes prob. 528.39 8014.03 1.35 248
Random reward 104.88 1167.98 1.19 364
Formula size reward 108.13 1268.88 1.12 334
ML reward 108.52 1151.61 2.30 367

Base = Restricted bt. policy 1 + Inverse number of opened subgoals
probability + Opened/closed goals ratio reward



MCTS iterations per inference
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Exploration constant
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Prover Timeout [s] Solved problems

leanCoP 10s 509
monteCoP 10s 538
leanCoP +monteCoP 10s+10s 598
leanCoP 20s 531
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